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SOLVING WEIGHTED NORM INEQUALITIES
USING THE RUBIO DE FRANCIA ALGORITHM
STEVE BLOOM
ABSTRACT. Given an operator T bounded on a weighted Lp space, the factorization technique of Rubio de Francia forces strong conditions on the weight.
This algorithm is extended to two weight problems, and is shown to yield not
just necessary but sufficient conditions in a wide range of settings.

A nonnegative

weight w Ç. Ap for some p > 1 if for all intervals (or cubes) I,

mlwiI)dx(wJr~m'"f'sc'
where C is a universal constant independent of I. We will use the notation w(I)
for fj w(x) dx and I(w) for w(I)/\I\.
Muckenhoupt studied these weights in detail,
establishing, among other facts, that the Hardy-Littlewood
maximal operator / —>

/* is bounded on Lp(wdx) if and only if w G Ap [5]. A weight w £ Ai provided
I(w) < Cessinf

w

for all intervals I,

or equivalently, w*(x) = supxeII(w)
< Cw(x) a.e. Peter Jones [4] showed that
w £ Ap if and only if there exist weights u and v € Ai with w = uv1~p.
Recently, Jose L. Rubio de Francia applied Maurey's theory of factorization of
operators to such weighted norm inequalities and obtained a very elegant proof
of the Jones' factorization theorem [7]. This technique, which I have dubbed the
Rubio de Francia Algorithm, or the RdFA, yields factorization theorems for many
types ©f operators. Guido Weiss [10] observed that in the unweighted case, when
the operator is an integral operator with nonnegative kernel, the condition forced by
the RdFA corresponds to the hypotheses in Schur's lemma. So, the RdFA produces
necessary and sufficient conditions for the boundedness of an operator.
In §1, we will apply the RdFA to the two-weight problem for such integral operators, obtaining necessary and sufficient conditions. In §2, we will look at a number

of applications.
1. The RdFA. Let X denote an appropriate measure space, 7?" for n > 1 or
the unit circle in the complex plane. Let p and A be nonnegative weight functions.

Lp(p) will denote LP(X,p(x)dx).

THEOREM (THE RDFA).

¡Q(x,y)f(y)dy.

Let Q(x,y) > 0 and let T be the operator Tf(x) =

Let p > 1, with l/p + 1/q = 1. Then T: Lp(p) -> LP(X) is a
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a € Lpq, with

(1) \ï/pT(a<lp-1/p)
< Cofl a.e. and
(2) /i-1/?'T*(ai>A1/P) < Cap a.e.,

where T* is the adjoint ofT.
PROOF. Let S be the operator
Sf = (A1/pT(/V"1/p))1/9

+ (p~l/pT"(fpX1/p))1/p.

Then S is a bounded operator on Lpq, and S is sublinear, by Minkowski's inequality.
Let K > \\S\\. For any / € Lpq with / > 0, let a = £^0=rj-K~nS,n./\ where

Snf = S(Sn~lf),

a e Lpq, and by the sublinearity of S,

Sa<K(a-f)
Since the two operators

<Ka.

comprising S are nonnegative

when applied to a, we have

(1) and (2).
Conversely, set
Mzf = A1/pa-«+(p+9)iT(a<'-(p+«)2/i"1/p/)Since \Mx+iyf\

< Mx(\f\),

this is an admissible

family of operators

on the strip

S = {z: 0 < Re z < 1}. If / e L°°,

|Mo/| < A^a-l/IUaV-1^)

< C||/||oo

by (1), while if feL1,

f \Mif(x)\dx< I Xl'p(x)ap(x)
IQ(x,y)cx-p(y)p-l,p(y)\f(y)\dydx
= I a-pp-1'p\f(y)\j

Q(x, y)Xl'p(x)ap(x)dx dy

= j a-pp-l'p\f(y)\T*(XVpap)(y)dy

<K\\fh
by (2). Now, complex interpolation

[9, p. 205] gives Mi/p bounded on Lp, that is

j\T(p.-1¡*f)\'X<C j\f\*,
or with g —p~xlpf,

j\T(g)\pX<C

j\g\pp.

2. Applications.
We will apply the RdFA to four operators. The first two are
integral operators with nonnegative kernels, so the RdFA applies directly. The other
operators are not, so the theorem does not apply. Even so, an easy modification
to the RdFA yields necessary conditions for LP boundedness of the operators, and
again these conditions turn out to be sufficient.
The fractional integral. There has been a flurry of recent effort trying to characterize weight pairs for which the various fractional integrals

Itf(x) = j\x-y\tf(y)

dy
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are Lp bounded. This is an ideal setting for the RdFA. It is a selfadjoint operator
with nonnegative kernel, so It: Lp(p) —►
LP(X) is a bounded operator if and only
if there exists an a G Lpq with

It(agp-1/p)

< CaqX~1/p

and

7t(apA1/p) < Capp1/p.

Hardy's inequality. Let Tf(x) = ^ Jq f(y) dy on the domain [0, oo). This is an
integral operator with the kernel Q(x,y) — ^X[o,x]{v)- That is of course nonnegative, so the RdFA applies. Its adjoint is the operator

f(y) dy
j x

y

According to the RdFA, T: Lp(p) —>LP(A) is a bounded operator if and only if
there exists an a € Lpq with
(1)

T(aqp-1/v)

< CaqX~1/p

and
(2)

T*(apA1/p)<Cap/i1/p.

Muckenhoupt [6] showed that T: Lp(p) —►
LP(X) is bounded if and only if
r-OO

(3)

\ 1/P

/

rx

\ 1/9

ig&if™x{y)y~pdy)
(¡a,i~9/p^)dy)

< CO.

(1) and (2) are an interesting characterization
of (3).
Suppose that p = A. Then we have a Jones' type factorization:

Let u = apA1/p

and v = Q«A_1/p. Then uv~p/q = A, where

T*u < Cu

and

Tv < Cv.

This is a necessary and sufficient condition for the boundedness of T on LP(X). The
prototypical such v looks like v(x) = x01"1 for some a > 0, while the typical u looks
like u(x) — x~® for some ß > 0. So such a good weight A looks like
X(x) - x-0(xa~1)-p/q

= xp/q~t

for some r > 0, and we have
/■OO r

/
Jo

rX

"IP

rOO

/ f(y)dy x-l-*dt<C{t)l
xp\f(x)\px-1~tdx,
Uo
J
./o

which is the classical Hardy's inequality.
There is no reason to restrict this one dimension.
rX\

Tf(xi,x2,...,xn)

= /

Jo

rX2

/

Jo

In 7?", let

rxn

■••/

Jo

f(yi,y2,---,yn)dyn---dyi.

The existence of an a for which (1) and (2) hold is necessary and sufficient for the

boundedness of T: Lp(R1,p) -►Lp(Rl,X).
As far as we know, this is the first characterization
of a good weight pair for
Hardy's inequality in more than two dimensions.
The Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator. One possible approach to the HardyLittlewood maximal operator is to linearize it, with R(f)(x) = 7^(1/1), where Ix is
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an interval containing x. This operator is an integral operator with kernel Q(x, y) =
Xi(y)l\Ix\, so the RdFA applies, but not well. The adjoint of this operator is not
pleasant, and even worse, the function a produced by the RdFA depends on the
linearization.
Still, it was in this setting that Rubio de Francia first applied his technique.
Suppose / —►/* is bounded on Lp(wdx) and on Lq(w~qlp dx). Let S be the
operator

S f{x) = [w1/p(/9w-1/p)*(x)]1/9

+ [w-l'p(fpw1lp)*(x)\llp.

Then this is bounded on Lpq. For / G Lpq, with / > 0, again define
oo

a = J2K~nSnf,
n=0

a is in Lpq for K > \\S\\, and by the sublinearity of S, Sa < Ka. So u = apw1/p,
v — aqw~1/p G Ai, and w = uvl~p.
It is easy to see that such weights are in Ap, so Muckenhoupt's theorem shows
that this condition is sufficient also.
What is particularly nice is that the interpolation argument in the RdFA can
be modified to apply to this setting, to yield a proof that / —►
/* is bounded on
Lp(w) and Lq(w~q/p) if and only if w = uv1~p for u and v € Ai.
The interpolation argument is as follows: Let u and v G Ai and w — uv1~p.
Muckenhoupt's theorem is quite easy for Ai weights, since

'(!/!)= ^l/l«-'»<^)/l/K
Let M*f(x) = sup^gr(1/u(I))
gives M* bounded on Lp(u).

Jj \f\u. The traditional Hardy-Littlewood
theorem
Since /* < CM*f, we have / —►
/* bounded on

Lp(u).
As C. Fefferman and Stein [3] observed, it suffices to establish the boundedness of
the operator / —►
/¿, the dyadic maximal operator. Let Mf(x) = sup{|7(/)| : x G

I, I a dyadic interval}.

Since f¿ = M(\f\),

it will suffice to bound M.

Fix

/ and k G Z. Arguing much like Sawyer [8], let {7¿} be the maximal dyadic
intervals relative to the set [Mf > 2k). These are disjoint, |7^(/)| > 2k, and

[Mf > 2k) = ljn /*• Let Ek = Ik ~ [Mf > 2k+1], Then

í(Mf)pw= J2Íl2k<Mf<2k

+i

(M/)Pw

<2pJ2^kT,W(En^2PJ2J2\In(f)\P^(Ekn)Let / = gvu~xlp.

So / |/|pw = / \g\pv. We will have to show

J2\^(9^-1/P)\PME^) <C f \g\pv.
fc,n

Now since u E A\,

^^-i/p^j^Mw)Ll9lv.
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Let

Ik(v)p

i.

and

T9{k'n)
= ^k)Lk9VThen

\Mf\pw<Cj2T(\9\nk,nHk,n)

/
so we must show

J2\Tg(k,n)\p1(k,n)<C f\g\pv,
k,n

■*

where C here does not depend on 7 (which depended

on /).

We want to bound

T: Lp(v) -» Lp(7). Now T: L°°(v) -* L°°(7) with operator norm 1. So all that
needs be shown is that T acts appropriately on L1, using whatever interpolation
theorem happens to strike your fancy. For instance, it is not hard to show that

T is of weak-type (1, 1). For this, if a is large and g > 0, by the CalderónZygmumd

decomposition,

there exist maximal

disjoint dyadic intervals

{7,} with

a < (l/v(L)) Jj gv and with g < a a.e. off IJ,^- Fix an 7 = I%.\HkC\I ^ 0, then
either Ik C 7 or 7 ^ Ik. In the latter case, and also when Ik does not intersect any

h, Tg(n,k) < a. Now

¡7ñ E

t(*.») = ¿Î

y ' IkCl

E

/

ikn(v)pikn(u"pypW(x)dx

{ ' IkCIJE"

< ~

Y"

^

JE,

^. ¿y

E

/,

-v(I)

/

lk(u1/p)-pessmivpu(x)v1-p(x)dx

/»

7«(w"1/p)p (ess/tinf«) «(*)*».
by Cauchy-Schwarz,

^^i)

T> lEkIn(v1/PU-1/P)Pu(x)dx
ikcr

- ~7ñ f(vl/Pu~1/p)?u(x)dxi
where f¡(x) = sup{J(|/|):

x e J C I}.

Here too, C does not depend on 7, but only on the Ai norm of v. As we pointed
out earlier, Muckenhoupt's theorem holds for A\ weights, so

¿i£*")4/"'"""

/p)pu = C,

where this C depends on u as well as v, but not on 7. Hence,

~1([(k,n):Tg(k,n)>a])<cYjv(h)<cY,f <P>
< -||fflU<(„)
*—?
*—'a J j
a
i

i

and the proof is finished.
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This proof uses very little of the structure of Ap weights. The only property
needed showed up twice, in the hypotheses to both the Calderón-Zygmund
decomposition and the Hardy-Littlewood
theorem, the measure dp must be a doubling
measure, that is

p([x -2h,x

+ 2h)) < Cp([x - h,x + h\)

for all h > 0 and x.

This is immediate for measures dp = udx, when u G Ai. In particular, the proof
does not use the reverse Holder inequality of Ap weights, the truly deep ingredient
in Muckenhoupt's proof. This proof should extend, almost verbatim to settings in
general spaces of homogeneous type, even when reverse Holder fails.
The RdFA can be applied to Sawyer's two-weight problem also. If the operator

f-*■/*:

Lp(p) -* Lp(X), and Lq(X~q/p) -> Lq(p~q'p) boundedly, then there exists

an a G Lpq with

(aV_1/T

< CaqX~1/p

and

(apA1/p)* < Capp1/p.

It is not known whether these conditions are sufficient.
Commutators. For functions b, define the commutator

operators

Sbf(x)= mp\b(x)I(f)-I(bf)\
x€I

and

Tbf(x) = \b(x)f(x)-(bfr(x)\,
where / —►
/ is the conjugate operator. For Sb, intervals can be pushed up to cubes
in Rn, but for Tb, we will stick to one dimension.
Let p and A be nonnegative
weights. The triple (b, p, A) is said to be an Lp commutator triple for the maximal
operator provided S0 : Lp(p) —>LP(X) is bounded. Similarly, it is an Lp commutator
triple for the conjugate operator if Tb is bounded. The problem of characterizing
all such triples is quite delicate, and so far has only partially been resolved.
Tb is an integral operator, but its kernel is not nonnegative.
Sb is even worse.
There is no reason to hope that the RdFA will yield anything useful in this setting. Yet, in the cases resolved so far, the RdFA produces necessary and sufficient
conditions!
When p and A G Ap, these triples are fully understood.
(b,p,X) is an LP commutator triple for either operator if and only if b G BMO^j-iji/p,
that is

7(|ö-7(6)|)

< CI(p1/pX~l'p)

for all I [1, 2].
For Sb, the RdFA proceeds like this: Suppose Sb: Lp(p) —►
LP(X) is bounded.
Since A G Ap, the operator

Mf = A1/p(A"1/p/)* + Xl'pSb(p-x'pf)
is bounded

on Lp, so there exists an a G Lp with

\i/p>\-i/Pay

< Ca

Let u = p~xlpa and u — (pX-1)1^.

and

Xl'pSb(p~i'pa)

< Ca.

We have uv G Ai and Sbu < Cuu. u G L1 by

Holder's inequality, and

\b(x) - I(b)\I(u) < \bl(u) - I(bu)\ + \I(bu) - I(b)I(u)\
< Sbu(x) + I(Sbu) < C(uv)(x).
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So Sb : Lp(p) —►
LP(X) boundedly forces the existence of a u G L1 with uv G Ai
and \b(x) - I(b)\ < Cu(x)u(x)/I(u).
Conversely, any such b satisfies

I(\b - I(b)\) < C7(m/)7(u-1)

< C (essinf uu\ I(u~l)

< CI(u),

or b G BMOy. So the condition is sufficient.
For Tb, we look at the operator

/ - p1'p(p-l'pf)* + xV'nbi-1'*/).
This is bounded on Lp and the RdFA yields an a G LP with u = p~1/pa G Ai and
(Tbu)/uv G L°°.
Conversely, i{Tbu/uv G L°° for some u G Ai, Theorem 2.6 in [2] gives b G BMO^,
so this condition also is sufficient.
So, the RdFA easily produces necessary and sufficient conditions for weighted
norm inequalities involving integral operators with nonnegative kernels. Quite often, even with more delicate operators, the algorithm produces necessary and sufficient conditions. The RdFA is a very handy investigative tool.
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